
April 28, 2000

Ms. Beverly Ann Bendekgey
U.S. General Accounting Office
Transportation Issues
Resources, Community, and
Economic Development Division
441 G Street, N.W., Room 2484B
Washington, D.C.  20548

Dear Ms. Bendekgey:

The American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) appreciates the
opportunity to comment on the proposed General Accounting Office report on
Aviation and the Environment entitled “FAA's Role in Major Airport Noise
Programs” (GAO/RCED-00-98).

AAAE is a not-for-profit professional individual association of the airport
management industry.  Founded in 1928, AAAE is the largest professional
organization for airport executives in the world.  Representing thousands of airport
management personnel at over 800 U.S. airports, the Association includes
executives of large and medium-size airports, as well as hundreds of managers
from smaller airports.

AAAE commends the GAO for tackling the task of trying to understand and
simplify the current impacts aviation-related noise has on airports and how this
affects growth and development.

We have reviewed the report and have made the following comments for your
consideration.

• Page 9 - Paragraph 2: Needs to point out that Community Noise Equivalent
Level (CNEL) is only used in California.

• Page 10 - Figure 1: This figure should illustrate whether the miles depicted are
statute or nautical miles.

• Page 11 - Paragraph 1: A “1990 Act” should be clarified to read “the Airport
Noise and Capacity Act of 1990.”
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• Page 18 – Under “Changing an Airport’s Use or Operations”: The context of this section
needs to reflect that changing flight paths to keep aircraft from flying over densely populated
areas is not achieved simply. There is a complicated process and many factors that must be
looked at in order to make this happen.

• Page 27 - Chapter 2: The recently approved FAA reauthorization legislation should be
incorporated into this chapter since it deals with the integration of AIP and PFC funding.
More specifically, this chapter should reference the two new requirements for projects funded
at a higher rate than $3.00. Before a PFC increase is approved at any airport, FAA must first
find the project cannot otherwise be paid out of AIP funds.  Also, if large and medium hub
airports want to increase their PFC amounts, they must prove that the proposed project will
make a significant contribution to: improving safety and security, increasing airline
competition, alleviating airside/landside congestion and reducing aircraft noise impacts.
Finally, under the current law, large and medium hub airports seeking a higher PFC would
lose 75% of their entitlement funds beginning in the fiscal year following the implementation
of the higher PFC.

Again, AAAE appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed report. Please contact me
if you have any questions or concerns regarding the above comments.

Sincerely,

Caren Centorelli, C.M.
Manager, Environmental Affairs & Airport Projects
American Association of Airport Executives


